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media. Several recent papers have described enhanced re-
The aim of this study was to investigate the importance of moval efficiencies in filtration systems utilizing metal oxides

surface potential in microbial deposition onto modified granular and metal hydroxides (1–5). In spite of some success in
surfaces. Recent experimental and theoretical work has indicated this area, a fundamental understanding of why deposition is
that surfaces coated with metal oxides and hydroxide rich oxide/

improved to a greater degree in some coatings and not inhydroxide mixtures ((hydr)oxides) have the potential to increase
others often appears to be lacking. Improved understandingthe capture efficiencies of commercial filtration systems. This
of the mechanisms influencing particle attachment could aidstudy quantitatively compared different metal (hydr)oxide coat-
in the design of more efficient filter media in a wide rangeings in their abilities to enhance bacterial deposition. Specifically,
of industrial applications. Bacterial adhesion, however, isthe deposition rates of bacterial strains Streptococcus faecalis,

Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella typhimurium, and Escherichia difficult to quantify at a fundamental level. Hydration forces
coli were compared for Ottawa sand and surface coatings con- (6) , hydrophobic interactions (8–11), macromolecular
sisting of aluminum (hydr)oxide, iron (hydr)oxide, and mixed bridging (12), surface roughness (13), and electrical dou-
iron and aluminum (hydr)oxide. The metal-(hydr)oxide-modi- ble-layer and van der Waals forces (1, 7, 14–16) have all
fied granular media enhanced bacterial deposition relative to the been proposed as possible influences on adhesion. Many of
noncoated Ottawa sand. The electropositive surfaces, the alumi- these factors, however, are difficult to experimentally mea-
num and the mixed (hydr)oxides, had similar average kinetic rate

sure for microbial attachment to granular media. An arguableconstants, five times larger than the rate constants observed for
exception to this observation is the measurement of zetathe untreated Ottawa sand. The measured kinetic rate constants
potential and its influence on particle interaction forces. Thisfor the positively charged systems of aluminum (hydr)oxide and
study attempts to exploit these electrical double-layer andmixed (hydr)oxide collectors suggested that the overall rate of
van der Waals forces with the use of metal hydroxide coat-deposition was limited by the transport of bacteria to the granular

surface rather than the rate of attachment. For systems where the ings in order to improve microbial adhesion.
collector surfaces were negatively charged, as in the cases of Ot- The role of electrical double-layer and van der Waals forces
tawa sand and the iron (hydr)oxide coating, large energy barriers in particle deposition is often viewed in terms of DLVO theory
to attachment were predicted from DLVO theory but these barriers (17, 18). Figure 1 illustrates two regions of particle deposition
did not totally inhibit bacterial deposition. The deposition results predicted by DLVO theory for the interaction between two
could not be fully explained by DLVO theory and suggested the charged surfaces. The dashed line represents the interaction
importance of other factors such as collector charge heterogeneity,

expected between a strong negatively charged collector suchmotility, and bacterial surface appendages in enhanced deposition.
as Ottawa sand and a negative bacteria particle. This line falls

q 1998 Academic Press
in a region where the rate of particle attachment to the surfaceKey Words: metal hydroxides; DLVO theory; bacterial deposi-
is controlled by double-layer repulsive forces and the resultingtion; granular media; charge heterogeneity.
interaction energy barrier. As the magnitude of these like
charges on the interacting particles decreases the DLVO theory
predicts the van der Waals force to dominate at short separation

1. INTRODUCTION
distances. This eventually results in a finite energy barrier
around 10 kT where the particle attachment event (controlled

There has recently been a concerted effort toward improv- by the energy barrier) no longer determines particle capture
ing microbial removal efficiencies of industrial and munici- (solid center line). For an oppositely charged collector and
pal filtration processes through the modification of filtration particle, the energy barrier disappears such that the rate of

deposition is controlled by the rate of diffusion or convective
transport of bacteria to the surface (19). Alteration of the1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (fax: (352) 392-9513;

e-mail: dickinso@che.ufl.edu). surface potential of the granular collector medium to be posi-
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370 TRUESDAIL ET AL.

(20–30 mesh) was soaked in 1 M ferric chloride or 1 M
aluminum chloride solution for 30 min (all materials ob-
tained from Fisher, Fairlawn, NJ). The excess solution was
drained and the sand was allowed to dry. The sand was then
soaked in 2 volumes of 3 M ammonium hydroxide for 10
min, drained and again air dried. The mixed coating was
created through simultaneous treatment of the sand with the
0.25 M FeCl3 and 0.5 M AlCl3 and was subjected to similar
washing and drying procedures. The following reactions
were expected for these systems:

AlCl3 / 3NH4(OH) r Al(OH)3 / 3NH4Cl

FeCl3 / 3NH4(OH) r FeO(OH) / 3NH4Cl / H2O.
FIG. 1. Set of hypothetical Helmholtz potential energy curves illustrat-

ing the expected interaction energies for oppositely charged particles ( lower
The actual crystal structures produced in these reactions wereline) , and similarly charged particles with increasingly larger charge magni-
expected to contain the polymorphs of FeO(OH) andtudes (upper dashed line) . The solid center line represents the boundary
Al(OH)3 and possibly some of the respective oxides. It isbetween attachment rate limited deposition and transport limited particle

deposition. for this reason that the term (hydr)oxides has been employed
to describe the metallic precipitated surfaces. Again, the

tive, as observed for the metal-hydroxide-rich coatings used dominance of the metal hydroxide polymorphs in the coating
within this study, removes the repulsive double-layer interac- is expected to reduce the double-layer repulsion between the
tion. Two oppositely charged surfaces should therefore experi- bacteria and the coated collectors relative to the unmodified
ence stronger attraction over greater separation distances (1). SiO2 (Ottawa sand).
This favorable interaction is shown in Fig. 1 as the lower line All samples were subjected to preattritioning on a vertical
and represents a case in which the kinetic rate constants of 70-cm diameter spinning wheel at 30 rev/min for 30 min
deposition should be controlled by particle transport to the to remove any loosely adhered surface precipitates. These
collector surface. Most bacteria are negatively charged because weakly adhered particles of metallic coating were removed
of the predominance of the anionic groups present within the to ensure the validity of the batch deposition studies by
cell wall (carboxyl, amino, and phosphate groups); therefore, eliminating additional microorganism removal through
a positively charged collector surface should enhance particle mechanisms involving the settling of bacteria/metal
deposition. Metal hydroxides were chosen for this study over (hydr)oxide flocs. Coating solubility was predicted not to
metal oxides because of the experimental and theoretical obser- be a significant factor in these studies because of the rela-
vation that the hydroxides tended to provide a more positively tively low solubility of the aluminum (1006.4 M) and iron
charged surface (20, 21). species (10011.4 M) (22).

In this study, bacterial deposition kinetics were measured
for precipitated coatings rich in metal hydroxides to investi- 2.2. Granular Surface Characterization
gate the role of DLVO forces (electrical double-layer and

The zeta potential of the granular collector medium wasvan der Waals forces) in filtration. The surfaces examined
determined using a streaming potential apparatus. The appa-were Ottawa sand, aluminum (hydr)oxide coated Ottawa
ratus consisted of a flow-through sample cell that was packedsand, iron (hydr)oxide coated Ottawa sand, and mixed iron–
with the granular medium to be analyzed and a tank to supplyaluminum (hydr)oxide coated Ottawa sand. Rates of micro-
electrolyte. A water manometer monitored the pressure dropbial deposition were compared for these different granular
across the cell and a Keithly 610c electrometer was used tomedia and bacterial strains Streptococcus faecalis, Staphylo-
measure the electrical potential between two silver chloridecoccus aureus, Salmonella typhimurium, and Escherichia
electrodes which preceded and followed the granular sample.coli. Through the analysis of deposition results, the influence
Sand samples were uniformly packed into the sample cellof surface potential of the metal (hydr)oxide coatings on
via the tap and fill methodology. The sample cell was thenbacterial deposition will be determined within systems of
flushed with carbon dioxide and then the KCl electrolytegranular media.
solution to remove any potential air pockets. The actual
physical operation of the streaming potential device con-2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
sisted of flowing a 1.0 1 1004 M KCl salt solution through

2.1. Granular Surface Preparation the granular sample under investigation. Pressure was used
as the controlled variable in these measurements and wasThe coating procedure of the Ottawa sand has been de-

scribed elsewhere (5) and is summarized here. Ottawa sand allowed to range over the entire laminar flow regime as
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371BACTERIAL DEPOSITION ONTO METAL HYDROXIDES

determined from the Reynolds and Burk–Plummer equa- 2.3. Bacteria Preparation
tions (23). Electrodes at the edges of the sample monitored

Streptococcus faecalis (ATCC 19433), Staphylococcusthe voltage generated as the charged ions in the KCl solution
aureus (ATCC 12600), Salmonella typhimurium (ATCCpassed the charged sample surface under investigation. This
19585), and Escherichia coli C3000 (ATCC 15597) werevoltage varied as a function of pressure drop. The slope of
each grown in 3% tryptic soy broth overnight at 377C. Thethe plotted voltage and pressure values was then used along
E. coli and S. typhimurium were cylindrical, motile, gram-with the measured solution conductivity to calculate the cor-
negative strains, whereas S. aureus and S. faecalis wereresponding zeta potential with the equation (24)
spherical, nonmotile, and gram-positive. The bacterial sus-
pensions were individually centrifuged, rinsed, and resus-
pended in distilled water two times before zeta potential andz Å 4pmK

ee0

DE

DP
, [1]

deposition experiments. All bacteria/distilled water samples
were used within 1 h of preparation and no osmotic lysis
was observed.where z represents the zeta potential, m the viscosity of

the electrolyte solution, K the solution conductivity, e the
dielectric constant of the electrolyte, e0 the dielectric constant 2.4. Bacterial Surface Potential
of a vacuum, E the electromotive potential, and P the pres-

The zeta potential measurements for these bacteria weresure across the packed bed. Because of the weak electrolytic
carried out with the use of a Brookhaven Instrument’s Zet-nature of the solution used in these measurements, the zeta
aplus model v3.21 zeta potential analyzer (Holtsville, NY).potential was assumed to be very close to the surface poten-
Each sample was pre-rinsed as previously stated and furthertial and was the value used in the DLVO calculations. The
diluted to a final concentration of 1.0 1 107 CFU/ml withabove-mentioned methodology has accurately reproduced
pH-controlled distilled water. Distilled water was chosen tozeta measurements for multiple samples given in the litera-
minimize any charge shielding within the electrical doubleture and was found to provide a reproducibility within{10%
layer. Experimental measurements of zeta potentials utiliz-of the measured zeta potential. This error value was based
ing ionic and organic buffers resulted in the invalidation ofupon the 95% confidence interval for the solution conductiv-
the assumed equality between the measured zeta potentiality and the pressure–voltage slope variables used in Eq. [1] .
and the surface potential. In addition, surface conductionInductively coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP) was run
within the microbe lipid membranes may have resulted into quantify the concentration of iron and aluminum present
some degree of underrepresentation of the microbe’s zetaon the collector’s surface for both modified and unmodified
potentials during the conversion from electrophoretic mobili-Ottawa sand. A quantity of 10 g of collector material was
ties via the Helmholtz–Smoluchowski equation (25).digested in 25 ml of aqua regia (1:2:2::HCl:HNO3:H2O)

for 20 min. The solution was heated to a near boil, diluted
to 1000 ml, and filtered through a 0.2-micron pore-size filter 2.5. Deposition Measurement
prior to ICP analysis. The pH of the dilute solution should
be relatively neutral in order to prevent damage to the ICP The deposition studies of the four selected bacteria were

carried out under batch conditions at 257C. The pH wasinstrumentation. The diluted samples were then run in tripli-
cate for all four collector surfaces before and after the deposi- manipulated to 7.0 with weak KOH solution and the resulting

electrolyte concentration was calculated to be 1.1 1 1005tion experiments to test for the loss of iron and aluminum.
Surface area measurements were performed with a Quant- M. An 8 ml volume of Ç105 CFU/ml bacteria solution at

pH 7.0 was then added to a number of presterilized polypro-achrome NOVA 1200 apparatus. Because of the rather large
sizes of the studied granular media (Ç0.7-mm diameter) a pylene 50-ml conical tubes each having 5 g of sand. The

samples were then placed horizontally onto a New Bruns-large calibrated cell capable of holding around 8 g of granu-
lar material was used in an 11-point BET adsorption analysis. wick orbital shaker table and gently agitated at a speed of

120 rounds per minute. The supernatant was sampled atSpecific surface areas were based upon four repeated mea-
surements and a correlation coefficient generally greater various times and diluted 10-fold in tryptic soy broth

(DIFCO Laboratory Inc., Detroit, MI) before spread plating.than 0.99.
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to probe The bacterial deposition was determined through plating and

the comparison between the number of culture forming unitsthe silica surface for elemental impurities. In addition, scan-
ning electron microscope elemental microprobe (SEMEM) observed for the supernatant at time ( t) with the bacterial

number observed for the control samples (C0) . Bacterialanalysis was used to examine the relative surface density
and uniformity of the metal species on all four of the collec- deposition due to contact with the polypropylene walls of the

conical tubes was assumed negligible as confirmed throughtor surfaces. The technique also allowed for an estimation
of the charge heterogeneity on each surface. deposition measurements in the absence of granular media.
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372 TRUESDAIL ET AL.

2.6. Modeling Deposition Data to Determine the Kinetic TABLE 2
Values Used in the Calculation of the Hamaker Constant (6)Rate of Particle Attachment

To quantify this rate of particle attachment from the Material Dielectric constant Refractive index

experimental deposition studies, a first-order kinetic
Ottawa sanda 3.8 1.448model was used to the fit the data. It was initially assumed
Al2O3 11.6 1.75

that the adsorption process observed within these deposi- Fe3O4 14.2 1.97
tion studies could be described by a first-order kinetic Al2O3/Fe3O4 mix 12.45 1.82
rate constant (k ) that was taken to be invariable with H2O 78.54 1.333

Bacteria 78.54 1.55respect to time and uniform among the bacteria popula-
tion. This would imply the rate change of bacteria in the

a Taken as quartz.
supernatant to be

Evdw Å
0A123

6 F a

h
/ a

h / 2a
/ lnS h

h / 2aDG , [5]dC

dt
Å 0kC , [2]

where C represents the concentration of bacteria remaining where A123 is the nonretarded Hamaker constant for the sys-
in the supernatant. In relation to the initial bacterial concen- tem (1, collector; 2, water; 3, bacteria) , a is the radius of
tration, C0 , Eq. [2] was then solved to produce the bacteria, and h is surface-to-surface separation distance

between the collector and the bacterium. The diameters of
the spherical bacteria and equivalent surface spherical di-C( t) Å C0e0kt . [3]
mensions of the cylindrical bacteria were determined with
the aid of UTHSCSA version 1.1 image analysis software

Equation [3] was fitted to the experimental data using non- and multiple SEM micrographs (Table 1). In the determina-
linear regression to estimate fitted parameters C0 and k . tion of the van der Waals component of the energy, the

Hamaker constant (A123) was calculated with standard nonre-
2.7. DLVO Calculations tarded Lifshitz theory (6) for the various surfaces and bacte-

rial combinations. Literature values were used for the dielec-The theoretical potential energy of interaction, EDLVO, be-
tric constants and refractive indices of the granular surfacetween the bacteria and collector was calculated using DLVO
coatings (Table 2). A dielectric constant of 78.54, a numbertheory. A granular collector and bacterium were modeled as
reflecting the fact that the bacteria were primarily composeda flat plate and sphere, respectively, such that EDLVO can be
of water, was also assumed for the calculation. (The errorwritten as (6)
associated with this assumption was expected to be very
small because of the relative insensitivity of the Hamaker

EDLVO Å Evdw / Edouble , [4] calculation to changes within the dielectric constant.) The
bacterial refractive index has been reported to lie within the
range of 1.5 to 1.6 (6) and a value of 1.55 was used towhere Evdw is the interaction potential due to van der Waals
represent each of the four bacteria in the Hamaker constantforces, and Edouble is the interaction potential due to double-
calculations (Table 3).layer forces. The van der Waals term (Evdw) was determined

by (7)

TABLE 3
Granular Collector Surface Properties andTABLE 1

Respective Hamaker ValuesBacterial Properties Used in the Calculation
of the DLVO Energy Curves Surface potential

Hamaker Surface
Zeta potential

Granular surface (pH 7.0) (95% C.I.) constant area

Bacterium Diameter (95% CI) (pH Å 7.0) (95% CI)
Mixed (hydr)oxide /35 mV {2 mV 2.53 1 10020 0.35 m2/g
Iron (hydr)oxide 050 mV {2 mV 3.22 1 10020 0.32 m2/gE. coli 8.82 1 1007 ma { 2.8 1 1008 m 036.5 mV { 2 mV
Aluminum (hydr)oxide /22 mV {3 mV 2.20 1 10020 0.26 m2/gS. typhimurium 8.73 1 1007 ma { 4.0 1 1008 m 017 mV { 1 mV
Ottawa sand 090 mV {6 mV 6.60 1 10021 0.46 m2/gS. aureus 5.89 1 1007 m { 9.0 1 1009 m 036 mV { 1 mV

S. faecalis 6.39 1 1007 m { 1.3 1 1008 m 038.5 mV { 1.5 mV

Note. Hamaker constant values were within the expected ranges typically
predicted for the corresponding oxide surfaces, 1.7 to 4.2 1 10020 (36).a Equivalent surface spherical diameters.
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373BACTERIAL DEPOSITION ONTO METAL HYDROXIDES

The double-layer potential was given by an adapted Wiese
and Healy expression for a sphere–flat plate system (7),

Edouble Å 2pan`kBT
w 2

1 / w 2
2

k 2 F 2w1w2

w 2
1 / w 2

2

1 lnS1 / e0kh

1 0 e0khD / ln(1 0 e02kh)G [6a]

wi Å
zefi

kBT
[6b]

k Å S e 2 ( ni`z 2
i

ee0kBT D1/2

, [6c]

where n` is the bulk number density of ions in solution, kB

is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature, wi is the
reduced potential of either the collector or bacteria, fi is
surface potential as determined by streaming potential or
electrophoresis for the collector or bacteria, k is the recipro-
cal Debye length, e is the charge of the electron, and z is
the valence of an ion species. This expression was based
upon a constant potential approximation and provided a
lower bound for the predicted energy barriers ( these barriers
will increase upon incorporation of the constant charge ap-

FIG. 2. SEMEM iron map of Ottawa sand surface showing a region ofproximation, as is the case in charge regulation models
patchwise surface impurity, a source of the surface charge heterogeneity,(26)) . This equation was valid for systems with minimal
and a site for potentially favorable particle interactions (originally 6801

electrical double-layer distortion (ka @ 1) where h ! a and magnification). Occurrence of these iron sites was intermittently observed
for small surface potentials f. Some error was anticipated on the surface.
within the Ottawa sand predictions because of the large nega-
tive zeta potential of the collector surface.

coating and the supernatant before and after the deposition
experiments again showed no indication of coating loss dur-

3. RESULTS ing the deposition study.
Surface areas were also evaluated for the four collectors3.1. Surface Characterization of Interacting Surfaces

in order to rule out the possibility that any observed differ-
ences in bacterial deposition could be due to surface areaThe streaming potential was used to determine zeta poten-

tial and charge stability of the four collectors. The preattri- availability. The results (Table 3) indicated that the coatings
in fact decreased available surface area: Ottawa sand útioning step showed clear signs that the iron (hydr)oxide

was the least stable of the surface precipitates. Despite the mixed (hydr)oxide coating ™ iron (hydr)oxide coating ú
aluminum (hydr)oxide coating. The loss of surface areahigher losses of iron from the coated surfaces during preattri-

tioning, the mixed (hydr)oxide and the aluminum (hydr)ox- upon coating did not appear to justify the observed deposi-
tional trends.ide coatings were determined to have positive zeta potentials

of statistically different magnitudes. The loss of iron from EDS was used in the preliminary evaluation of the Ottawa
sand surface and indicated a presence of iron and aluminumthe iron (hydr)oxide surface resulted in a net negative poten-

tial. Zeta potentials of all four collectors have been reported impurities. No other substantial elemental quantities were
observed within the Ottawa sand substrate. SEMEM analysisin Table 3. Streaming potential measurements on the granu-

lar material before and after the deposition experiments of the Ottawa sand surface indicated that naturally occurring
aluminum deposits were uniformly distributed over the sur-showed no changes in zeta potential. In addition, several

supernatant samples from the deposition experiments were face. The iron deposits were, however, found as patches on
the surface (Fig. 2) in low occurrence. The SEMEM signalpassed through a 0.25-micron filter and showed no presence

of surface coating upon microscopic examination. Addi- was determined not to be due to the topological character
of the collector surfaces. Under further magnification, thesetional ICP analysis on the metal content for both the surface
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FIG. 4. SEMEM aluminum map of an aluminum (hydr)oxide coatedFIG. 3. SEMEM iron map of Ottawa sand surface emphasizing the size
Ottawa sand surface showing the regularly observed patchwise surfaceof these patchwise impurities to be much greater than the projecting area
impurities (originally 6801 magnification). Micrograph was representativeof the bacteria used in this study (originally 12,0001 magnification).
of entire surface.

statistically significant increase in the removal of microbespatches of higher iron character were shown to be on the
for the metal (hydr)oxide surface coatings. The electroposi-order of several square microns in area (Fig. 3) as compared
tive surfaces (aluminum and mixed iron/aluminum coat-to the 0.3 to 1.0 square micron areas of the microorganisms
ings) showed the largest kinetic rate constant values andstudied. The frequency of these metallic patches was ob-

served to dramatically increase upon application of the metal
(hydr)oxide coatings. A micrograph of an aluminum
(hydr)oxide treated surface has been included as Fig. 4.

Electrophoresis was used to determine the zeta potential
of the four bacterial species. The technique indicated that
the zeta potentials of three of the four strains were statisti-
cally similar. The S. typhimurium was the exception of the
four microbes and was found to have a weaker negative
potential than the others (Table 1). Again, all zeta measure-
ments were taken at pH 7.0 in order to correspond to the
conditions used within the deposition studies.

3.2. Deposition Results

The bacterial deposition data was modeled as a first-order
FIG. 5. Sample set of data representing E. coli–Ottawa sand (solidprocess (Eq. [3]) and characterized with corresponding first-

triangles) and E. coli–iron (hydr)oxide (open circles) . This graph is in-order kinetic rate constants. The model was observed to
tended to show the differences between a collector with a higher kinetic

adequately fit the deposition data as a function of time, and rate constant, iron ((hydr)oxide) , and one with a low rate constant, Ottawa
a few sample sets of data have been included as Fig. 5. The sand. All curves were fitted with an exponential curve using nonlinear least-

squares regression.resulting kinetic rate constants, shown in Fig. 6, indicated a
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375BACTERIAL DEPOSITION ONTO METAL HYDROXIDES

FIG. 7. Graphical representation of conservatively predicted DLVO
energies as a function of particle separation and type of microbe for the

FIG. 6. Bar chart showing the kinetic rate constants of deposition of
iron (hydr)oxide coating. E. coli (solid line) shows the largest energy

the four microbial species on the four collector surfaces. Values were deter-
barrier, followed by S. faecalis ( large-dashed line) , then S. aureus (dash–

mined from fitting an exponential model to the deposition data. The data
dot line) , and finally S. typhimurium (small-dashed line) . The coated media

has been presented as a function of the different metal (hydr)oxide coatings
had a surface potential of 050 mV.

(labeled along the bottom axis) . The reported uncertainties for the parame-
ters are the standard errors from the regression analysis.

proximately exponentially with the height of the energy bar-
rier over kT, it would have been very unlikely that the bacte-

indicated the highest deposition efficiency. In addition, the ria of this study would have had the necessary energy by
average kinetic rate constants observed for the aluminum thermal fluctuations to transverse the large predicted energy
(hydr)oxide and the mixed (hydr)oxide were statistically barriers. In addition, the theory as shown in Figs. 7 and 8
similar as k Å 0.0604 { 0.006 min01 and k Å 0.0650 { suggested that if the bacterial rate constants were influenced
0.006 min01 , respectively, suggesting bacterial deposition by double-layer and van der Waals forces, in spite of the
to be transport limited in the case of these two coatings. large energy barriers, removal should follow the order S.
These two electropositive coatings had an average kinetic typhimurium ú S. aureus ú S. faecalis ú E. coli, in both
rate constant 1.5 times larger than what was observed for the Ottawa sand and iron-coated systems. However, the mea-
the iron (hydr)oxide coating and were 5 times larger than sured rate constants for the iron and the Ottawa sand system
the rate constant values observed for the untreated Ottawa followed the trend S. typhimurium ú E. coli ú S. aureus ú
sand. Even the iron-coated medium with a zeta potential of S. faecalis (Fig. 6) . This disagreement also suggested the050 mV (40 mV more positive than the uncoated Ottawa
sand) showed rate constants on the average 3.5 times greater
than the constants seen for the Ottawa sand media.

3.3. DLVO Predictions

Systems of like charges, such as observed for Ottawa sand
and iron (hydr)oxide deposition systems, were expected to
have a large energy barrier as the rate-controlling step to
particle attachment. For large energy barriers, the kinetic
rate of particle attachment (k) was expected to decrease (19,
27). The DLVO predicted curves for the iron and Ottawa
sand systems have been included in Figs. 7 and 8. These
Helmholtz potential curves predicted very substantial energy
barriers which should have prevented bacterial deposition.
Deposition on the iron (hydr)oxide coating and Ottawa sand

FIG. 8. Graphical representation of conservatively predicted DLVOappeared to be somewhat inconsistent with this theoretical
energies as a function of particle separation and type of microbe for non-prediction based on detectable depositional rate constants
coated Ottawa sand. E. coli (solid line) shows the largest energy barrier,

for these two systems in spite of the resulting energy barriers followed by S. faecalis ( large-dashed line) , then S. aureus (dash–dot line) ,
on the order of several hundred to several thousand kT. and finally S. typhimurium (small-dashed line) . The Ottawa sand had a

surface potential of 090 mV.Because the deposition rate was expected to decrease ap-
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importance of other non-DLVO parameters in bacterial de- sand substrate. Further analysis of the Ottawa sand surface
via SEMEM also supported the plausibility of this explana-position, particularly between the gram-negative and gram-

positive microbial species. tion accounting for the anomalous deposition. As shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, iron (hydr)oxide deposits were found to beDLVO theory, however, correctly predicted the qualitative

deposition trend between the collector media. As expected, intermittently present on the Ottawa sand surface as
patchwise heterogeneities with surface areas of severalthe collector surfaces with positive surface potentials (alumi-

num and mixed (hydr)oxides) removed more bacteria than square microns, the projected area of interaction for a bacte-
rium having been on the order of 0.3 to 1.0 square microns.the negative counterparts ( iron (hydr)oxide and uncoated

Ottawa sand). SEMEM analysis also showed the aluminum to be randomly
and more uniformly distributed on the surface. Since the
streaming potential measurements indicated that the sand4. DISCUSSION
surface had a net negative potential, it would not seem likely
that these disperse, uniform distributions of aluminum wouldFor positively charged surfaces coated with mixed (hy-

dr)oxide and aluminum (hydr)oxide coatings, DLVO the- have been responsible for producing the favorable sites for
microbial deposition. Instead, the patchwise charge hetero-ory predicted the absence of any energy barriers and trans-

port-limited particle attachment (28). Figure 6 in fact sug- geneities caused by the iron impurities would be the more
probable sites for deposition within the Ottawa sand system.gested this behavior for the aluminum and mixed

(hydr)oxides. A comparison of the average rate constants The iron-(hydr)oxide-coated collector surface could also
increase bacterial removal utilizing a similar mechanism.for bacterial deposition between the two positive collector

surfaces showed that the aluminum (hydr)oxide and the The preattritioning procedure, as outlined in the Materials
and Methods section, resulted in a loss of the iron (hydr)ox-mixed (hydr)oxide had similar depositional rate constant

values, on average 1.5 times larger than what was observed ide coating from the Ottawa sand surface. The resulting
surface was found to have a net negative charge but appearedfor the iron (hydr)oxide coating and 5 times larger than the

rate constants observed for the untreated Ottawa sand. These to be made up of discrete and random distributions of posi-
tively charged iron (hydr)oxide. The overall increased quan-results suggested the possibility for substantial improvement

of microbe capture through the removal of the interaction tity of these positively charged patches relative to the Ottawa
sand surface could account for the anomalous bacterial depo-energy barrier between the particle and surface by removal

of the double layer repulsion. sition in the iron system despite the existence of the large
prohibitive energy barriers predicted by DLVO theory.For negatively charged Ottawa sand and iron (hydr)oxide

surfaces, the reduced deposition rate constants relative to The deposition of bacteria onto the net positive collector
surfaces would again be in response to the increased statisti-those of the positively charged surfaces were consistent with

DLVO theory as a result of the predicted energy barrier to cal probability that a bacterium would find itself in a region
of the collector where the localized charge would correspondattachment. However, significant bacterial deposition was

observed within these negative systems, a fact not consistent to an energy barrier less than 10 kT. Figure 4 shows a sample
SEMEM micrograph of an aluminum-(hydr)oxide-coatedwith the very large energy barriers predicted by DLVO the-

ory. The failure of the theory to predict microbial attachment surface demonstrating a clear increase in the number of sites
available of lower interaction potential energy. The morekinetics has been reported by several other researchers for

various systems (17, 18, 29, 30). Previous explanations of continuous the aluminum (hydr)oxide or iron (hydr)oxide
coatings, the higher the probability of particle capture. Thethis observation have included deposition within a secondary

minimum, influence of shape factors on particle interactions, results indicated that the rate of transport of the microbes to
the positive collector surface governed the rate of particleinterfacial dynamics of double-layer interactions, collector

surface roughness, and distributions in surface potential capture on the aluminum (hydr)oxide and the mixed iron/
aluminum (hydr)oxide collectors. The attachment event was(13). Of these theories, the most frequently cited explana-

tion accounting for the deposition has been based upon sur- correspondingly considered to be the rate-controlling step
for the negative collector systems (Ottawa sand and mixedface nonidealities such as cracks, crevasses, and surface im-

purities on the granular medium (7, 31–34) which in turn (hydr)oxides) .
Although surface charge heterogeneity may have been thehave produced surface charge heterogeneities. The lower

surface area recorded for the iron (hydr)oxide surface rela- reason behind the bulk observed deposition of bacteria in
general for negative collector systems, the removal trendstive to the Ottawa sand surface suggested a decrease in sur-

face nonidealities contrary to the increased deposition. Alter- between the bacterial species themselves deserved further
consideration. For similarly charged systems of negative par-natively, the Ottawa sand was shown via EDS to have posi-

tive metal impurities of aluminum and iron on the surface. ticles, the study failed to find a direct correlation between
the depositional behavior of the individual microbes, Fig. 6,These metallic impurities could provide favorable sites for

particle interaction if present as large patches on the Ottawa and the behavior predicted by the height of the energy barri-
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ers calculated by DLVO theory, Figs. 7 and 8. This seemed transport of bacteria to the surface limited the net rate of
deposition on the positive granular collectors largely inde-to indicate that similarities in zeta potential, as seen for S.

faecalis, S. aureus, and E. coli, had not correspondingly pendent of changes in the surface potential of the negative
bacteria or the positive collector. Discrepancies betweeninfluenced the degree of microbial removal for systems of

large energy barriers. In addition, the disagreement between DLVO theory and the experimental deposition were ob-
served, particularly with respect to bacterial deposition underthe deposition trends of the diffusionally limited systems

(aluminum (hydr)oxide and mixed (hydr)oxide) and the situations of extremely large energy barriers as in the case
of the Ottawa sand and the iron (hydr)oxide systems. Theseattachment limited systems (Ottawa sand and iron (hydr)ox-

ide) suggested the possible importance of a misrepresenta- disagreements were probably due to the fact that macro-
scopic properties such as zeta potential were being used totion of bacterial zeta potentials through surface conduction

(25) or other non-DLVO parameters. predict interactions on a microscopic scale. Surface hetero-
geneity was the most probable reason for the unexpectedThe kinetic deposition data indicated that the gram-nega-

tive bacteria (S. typhimurium and E. coli) were removed to deposition of both the gram-positive and gram-negative bac-
teria onto the negative collector surfaces in spite the largea greater degree than the gram-positive bacteria in systems

with negative collectors. One possible mechanism for the predicted energy barriers between particles. This would im-
ply that bacterial attachment would be the rate-controllingincrease in particle attachment suggests the importance of

bacterial surface appendages and their potential ability to step to particle deposition, and this would be a function of
the distribution of the charge heterogeneity on the surface.contact the collector’s surface and mediate bacterial attach-

ment in spite of energy barriers. The length of flagella of Double-layer and van der Waals forces were the most proba-
ble key to the bulk bacterial deposition observed for all ofthese gram-negative bacteria typically range from 1 to 5

microns. In addition, fimbriae (pili ) generally have a length these studies in granular media systems. This is not to say
that the other aforementioned factors such as surface append-between 0.3 and 1.0 microns (35). Such appendages could

possibly traverse the predicted DLVO energy barriers of ages, hydrophobicity, or surface roughness have little effect
within the deposition process. The observed favored deposi-Figs. 7 and 8 while keeping the bacterial membrane at sepa-

ration distances of 0.3 or 0.4 microns from the collector tion of the gram-negative bacteria over the gram-positive
bacteria under conditions governed by the particle attach-surface where the energy barriers would be minimal. Alter-

natively, these surface appendages may be able to probe ment event suggests the importance of surface roughness,
surface appendages, or bacterial motility as an area for fur-along the collector surface and through their random motion

find areas of favorable interaction where the energy barrier ther investigation.
is less than 10 kT and the bacterial membrane can attach.
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